In UW-Superior’s History program, students engage an increasingly diverse and interconnected world. By studying various world region, and the connections among them, students gain a better sense of their place in the world and develop the knowledge and skills to navigate an increasingly complex future. The History major emphasizes:

• Critical thinking
• Independent research
• Oral and written communications

History majors distribute their coursework across a range of world history fields, including:

• United States
• European
• African
• Latin American
• Asian
• Middle Eastern

DEGREE POSSIBILITIES

History majors can pursue a wide range of careers in areas such as:

• International business
• National government service

Students who want to teach history in middle school or high school should complete either the History Secondary Education major or the Broad Field Social Studies major with History Concentration.

ALUMNI ACCOUNTS

“The history faculty at UW-Superior are dedicated to helping students enhance their critical thinking and writing skills, which are essential in any career. My professors genuinely cared about my development as a scholar, which gave me the confidence I needed to pursue my career goals.” - Kristin Aihlberg

“The history program at UW-Superior is so refreshingly different from the typical programs found across the nation. Completion of this program will provide students with the skills necessary to be highly successful in a wide variety of careers that require organization, research, management and communication abilities.” - Jeremy Peterson

Find out more about UW-Superior’s History program online at uwsuper.edu/wllc.